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INTRODUCTION
Hi, and welcome to the Five Moons pre-alpha playtest. Consider this a 
set of alternative chapters for the player’s book of 3E. In the playtest, 
treat it like 3E, except if something in this document changes 
or overrides that.

If there’s a reference to something that’s not in 3E (like “a weapon 
with the finesse quality”), and you can’t figure out what the heck that’s 
supposed to mean (it means “weapons you could use the Weapon 
Finesse feat with, including ones like a rapier), please ask.

Be sure to read the Glossary section for a definition of terms.
This pre-alpha playtest document has three classes: rogue (a mix of 

martial combat, excellent skill, and magic), warrior (primarily martial 
combat with some skill aspects), and wizard (focusing on spellcasting). 
Additional classes will be in the Five Moons RPG playtest in January.

CREATING A CHARACTER
Here’s what to do.

1. CHOOSE A CLASS
Rogue, warrior, or wizard (see page 4).

2. CHOOSE A RACE
Dwarf, elf, or human. (For this playtest, I want to focus on the most 
standard fantasy races.) These work just like PF races except the 
ability score mods are different (see step 3).

3. ASSIGN ABILITY SCORES
All of your ability scores (STR, DEX, CON, INT, PSY) start at 0, which 
is average.

Increase two ability scores by +1
Optionally, once at character creation, you may increase one of your 

ability scores by +1 if you reduce another ability score by 1.
Your race also modifies your ability scores:
Dwarf: +1 CON, –1 PSY.
Elf: +1 DEX, –1 CON
Human: +1 to any one ability score of your choice.
Unlike 3E, there isn’t a separate ability score from your ability 

modifier: your modifier is your score. So any 3E rule that says “add 
your Strength modifier to this roll,” you’d add your actual STR score 
(which is probably a –1, 0, +1, +2, or +3).

5. CHOOSE SKILLS
Your class lets you pick which skills are class skills for you, and tells 
you how many skill points you get to spend on them. 

5. CHOOSE HEROIC FEATS
Heroic feats include general feats (like PF’s Lightning Reflexes), cronks 
(which 3E calls combat feats, like Power Attack), stunts (which includes 
skill-related feats and things like PF’s rogue talents), and spells.

[“Cronk” is a placeholder word for now, as I’m looking for a good 
one-word term that represents the idea of “something martial you 
learn that’s directly related to doing something in combat.”]

Like in PF, you get 1 heroic feat at 1st level, and humans get an extra 
heroic feat at 1st level. You get another heroic feat at 3rd level.

Any character can select any heroic feat, so it’s okay if you’re a 
wizard and you want to spend your 1st-level feat on a stunt like Sneak 
Attack, or you’re a rogue and you want to spend your 1st-level feat on 
a cronk like Power Attack, or you’re a warrior and you want to spend 
your 1st-level heroic feat on a spell like Feather Fall.

Depending on your class, you can choose a cronk, spell, or stunt at 
each level. Unlike a “generic” heroic feat, these have to be of the right 
type (if it says you learn a spell, you have to select a spell, not a cronk 
or stunt).

Heroic feats of all kinds usually have an automatic or at-will effect, 
plus one or more boosted effects. If you know a heroic feat, you 
automatically know all of the boosted effects for that heroic feat.

6. SELECT EQUIPMENT
Use the average starting gold values for the rogue, fighter, or wizard 
class, as appropriate.

The class descriptions use cloth/leather/mail/plate armor categories 
instead of none/light/medium/heavy. For the purpose of this playtest, 
use the normal armor proficiencies of the rogue, fighter, and wizard 
class (I don’t want to confuse things too much by adding in the armor 
system at this time).

Use Five Moons critical damage: instead of multiplying damage on a 
confirmed critical hit, add the weapon’s average damage to the normal 
damage roll. So if you’re using a x2 weapon like a longsword (1d8), 
the weapon’s average damage is 4.5, so a confirmed crit does 1d8+4 
(plus all of your normal bonuses to damage like STR and so on). For 
a x3 weapon, add twice the average damage, so a warhammer crit is 
1d8+4+4; a x4 weapon adds triple the average damage, so a scythe 
crit is 2d4+5+5+5.

7. PLAY
The goal of this playtest is to see how the low-level classes, character 
abilities, heroic feats, and boost mechanics work. Please create 
characters, run them through some encounters, and experiment a bit.

Play a bit at 1st level against opponents appropriate for a 1st-level 
PF party. Then advance the PCs to level 2 and play some more against 
the same sort of opponents.

Then advance the PCs to level 3 and try them against slightly tougher 
opponents (a 3rd-level Five Moons RPG character is about PF level 1.5, 
so they should be able to face CR 2 opponents or even CR 3 creatures 
as a more challenging encounter).

8. GIVE FEEDBACK
Please post feedback, either as a reply on the Five Moons RPG 
kickstarter update about the pre-alpha playtest, the playtest post on 
the Five Moons Blog about it, or the playtest post on the Five Moons 
RPG Facebook page.

Kickstarter URL: http://kck.st/1pbSex0
Blog URL: https://fivemoonsrpg.wordpress.com
Facebook URL: https://www.facebook.com/FiveMoonsRPG

When you give feedback, please include the following information:
A) What class, race, and specialization were the PCs?
B) What levels did you play at?
C) How long was a typical game session?
D) Did the automatic and at-will abilities of the heroic feats give the 

PCs enough to do?
E) What sort of creatures did the PCs fight?
F) Did they have an easy or hard time with these battles?
G) Did the players use boosts a lot, or did they try to save them as 

long as possible?
H) Did everyone have enough interesting abilities to spend their 

boosts on?
I) Were the class auras helpful?
J) Did the players and GM have fun?
K) Did you find anything that was confusing, contradictory, or 

otherwise could be explained better?
L) Do you have any other suggestions for improving the play 

experience? (Based, of course, on this limited information.)
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CLASSES
This rules prototype has three classes: rogue (a mix of martial combat 
and excellent skill), warrior (primarily martial combat with some skill 
aspects), and wizard (focusing on spellcasting). Additional classes will 
be in the Five Moons RPG playtest in January.

ROGUE
As a rogue, you have all the skills needed for your chosen field, 
whether that’s a con artist, investigator, thief, or something more 
exotic. Depending on your goals in life, you probably are good at 
climbing, persuading, picking locks, or sneaking. You can train to 
master weapons like a warrior, study advanced spells like a wizard, or 
blend the two into your own unique combination.

Armor: You are trained to wear cloth and leather armor.
Shields: You are not trained to wear any type of shield.
Weapons: You are trained to use bows, close weapons, crossbows, 

light blades, hammers, staves, and thrown weapons.
Health: 8 + CON. When you level up, add 4 + CON to your Health.
Resolve: 3 + PSY. When you level up, add 1 + PSY to your Resolve.
Skill Points Per Level: 6 + INT. At 1st level you also gain an 

additional 6 skill points. 
Class Skills: Pick any 12 skills to be your class skills. If you have 

any points in a skill that is a class skill and have at least 1 skill point 
in it, you add +5 on rolls with that skill. For example, if you choose 
Stealth as a class skill, you add +5 whenever you make a Stealth roll.

Rogue Leveling Table
 Martial Spell
Level Bonus Bonus Fort Ref Will Abilities
1st +1 +0 +0 +3 +0 S t u n t , 
specialization, rogue aura, rogue mastery
2nd +1 +0 +0 +3 +0 Stunt
3rd +2 +0 +0 +3 +0 Stunt

Stunt: Learn a stunt of your choice (see page 11).
Specialization: Choose one specialization from the following list. 

Your specialization gives you an additional ability.
Archeologist: You use knowledge and reflexes to recover lost 

treasures. You learn Trapfinding as a stunt.
Assassin: You use stealth and poison to kill your chose foes. You 

learn Poisoner as a stunt.
Burglar: You use lockpicking and sneaking for fun and profit . You 

learn Incredible Sneaking as a stunt.
Ninja: You are part assassin, part mystic. You learn Smoke Bomb 

as a stunt.
Thug: You use a combination of threats and actual violence to get 

your way. You learn Incredible Intimidation as a stunt.
Rogue Aura: Your allies (including you) gain these boost abilities 

whenever they are within 100 feet of you:
Boost: If you fail a Reflex resist roll, reroll it to see if you actually 

passed it.
Boost: If you fail a skill roll, reroll it to see if you actually passed it.
Rogue Mastery: You get a total of +5 to add to your martial bonus 

or your spell bonus, in any combination. For example, you can add 
+4 to your martial bonus and +1 to your spell bonus, or +2 to your 
martial bonus and +3 to your spell bonus, or +5 to your martial bonus 
and +0 to your spell bonus. Each day when you ready your abilities, 
you can change how you added these plusses.

WARRIOR
As a warrior, you are a master of the combat, whether using axes, 
bows, swords, or even your bare fists. You are probably good at most 
physical activities such as climbing, jumping, and swimming, and you 
might also be good at leading or observing others. You can learn spells, 
but you aren’t particularly good at it.

Armor: You are trained to wear any type of armor.
Shields: You are trained to wear any type of shield.
Weapons: You are trained to use any type of weapon.
Starting Health: 10 + CON. When you level up, add 5 + CON to 

your maximum Health.
Starting Resolve: 3 + PSY. When you level up, add 1 + PSY to your 

maximum Resolve.
Skill Points Per Level: 4 + INT. At 1st level you also gain an 

additional 4 skill points. 
Class Skills: Pick any 8 skills to be your class skills. If you have any 

points in a skill that is a class skill and have at least 1 skill point in it, 
you add +5 on rolls with that skill. For example, if you choose Climb as 
a class skill, you add +5 whenever you make a Climb roll.

Warrior Leveling Table
 Martial Spell
Level Bonus Bonus Fort Ref Will Abilities
1st +1 +0 +3 +0 +0 C r o n k , 
specialization, warrior aura, warrior mastery
2nd +1 +0 +3 +0 +0 Cronk
3rd +2 +0 +3 +0 +0 Cronk

Cronk: Learn a cronk of your choice (see page 8).
Specialization: Choose one specialization from the following list. 

Your specialization gives you an additional ability.
Archer: You primarily rely on ranged attacks and prefer to stay out 

of reach of enemies. You learn Deadly Aim as a cronk.
Brute: You favor strength over agility and offense over defense. You 

learn Power Attack as a cronk.
Guardian: You are more concerned with protecting others than 

slaying enemies, and favor defense over offense. You learn Defending 
Shield as a cronk.

Swashbuckler: You favor agility over strength and focus on 
maneuverability rather than armor. You learn Weapon Finesse as a 
feat.

Warrior Aura: Your allies (including you) learn these boost abilities 
whenever they are within 100 feet of you:

Boost: If you fail a weapon attack roll, reroll it to see if you actually 
passed it.

Boost: If you fail a resist roll against fear, reroll it to see if you 
actually passed it.

Warrior Mastery: Add +5 to your martial bonus.
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WIZARD
As a wizard, you control the power of magic, whether through study, 
innate power, or granted to you by a powerful creature such as a 
goddess. You are probably know a lot of things from books, and are 
less experienced at physical challengers. Your focus is on your spells.

Armor: You are trained to wear cloth armor.
Shields: You are not trained to wear any type of shield.
Weapons: You are trained to use crossbows, light blades, staves, 

and wands.
Starting Health: 6 + CON. When you level up, add 3 + CON to your 

maximum Health.
Starting Resolve: 3 + PSY. When you level up, add 2 + PSY to your 

maximum Resolve.
Skill Points Per Level: 4 + INT. At 1st level you also gain an 

additional 4 skill points. 
Class Skills: Pick any 8 skills to be your class skills. If you have 

any points in a skill that is a class skill and have at least 1 skill point 
in it, you add +5 on rolls with that skill. For example, if you choose 
Knowledge (history) as a class skill and have at least 1 skill point in it, 
you add +5 whenever you make a Knowledge (history) roll.

Wizard Leveling Table
 Martial Spell
Level Bonus Bonus Fort Ref Will Abilities
1st +0 +1 +0 +0 +3 Eldritch focus, 
spell, specialization, wizard aura, wizard mastery
2nd +0 +1 +0 +0 +3 Spell
3rd +0 +2 +0 +0 +3 Spell

Eldritch Focus: Choose one of these abilities.
Divine Blessing: Your magic is a gift or loan from a powerful creature, 

such as a goddess, demon, or ancestral spirits, and it responds to 
your prayers and rituals. (You might call yourself a priest or shaman.) 
When you cast a spell that does damage, add half your PSY to the 
damage. When you cast a spell that heals, add your PSY to the 
healing. (Offending or acting against the interests of your benefactor 
may make them limit or end the magic they grant you.)

Innate Power: Your magic is innate and inborn, and you have 
mastered it through practice and experimentation. (You might call 
yourself a psionicist or sorcerer.) When you cast a spell that does 
damage, add your PSY to the damage.

Trained Wizardry: You learned magic through studying and 
repetition. (You might call yourself a mage or wizard.) When you cast 
a spell that does damage, add your INT to the damage.

Spell: Learn a spell of your choice (see page 9).
Specialization: Choose one specialization from the following list. 

Your specialization gives you an additional ability.
Cryomancer: You can pull the heat out of objects and creatures or 

even create pure cold energy. Your spells usually hamper opponents 
and create obstructions on the battlefield. You learn Frost Bolt as a 
spell.

Healer: You use your powers to protect and heal others. Your spells 
are usually subtle and save lives. You learn Minor Healing as a spell.

Necromancer: You tamper with souls and the forces of undeath. 
Your spells are usually dark and creepy. You learn Minor Fear as a spell.

Pyromancer: You are skilled at using fire magic. Your spells are 
usually flashy and destructive. You learn Fire Bolt as a spell.

Wizard Aura: Your allies (including you) gain this boost ability 
whenever they are within 100 feet of you:

Boost: If you fail a skill roll against a Knowledge skill that is a class 
skill for you (the wizard), reroll it to see if you actually passed it.

Your specialization also grants your allies (including you) an 

additional boost ability whenever they are within 100 feet of you:
Boost (Cryomancer): If you fail a resist roll against fire, reroll it to 

see if you actually passed it.
Boost (Pyromancer): If you fail a resist roll against cold, reroll it to 

see if you actually passed it.
Boost (Healer): If a healing effect is used on you, reroll it and use 

the better roll.
Boost (Necromancer): If you fail a resist roll against an effect that 

would kill you (such as a death spell or a deadly trap), reroll it to see 
if you actually passed it.

Wizard Mastery: Add +5 to your spell bonus. You do not get this 
bonus while wearing any kind of armor heavier than cloth armor.

HEROIC FEATS
Feats are abilities not directly tied to your race, class, or skills. Any 
character can select any feat. These are just a limited selection of the 
feats that will be in the Five Moons RPG playtest in January.

METAMAGIC FEATS
Metamagic feats are a type of heroic feat that lets you alter existing 
spells in ways they weren’t originally designed for, like affecting a 
larger area, more targets, or lasting longer. 

HEROIC FEAT DESCRIPTIONS
The following are the descriptions of heroic feats.

Amazing Fortitude: Add +5 to your Fort resist rolls. 
Boost: Reroll a Fort resist roll that you just failed.
Amazing Reflexes: Add +5 to your Ref resist rolls. 
Boost: Reroll a Ref resist roll that you just failed.
Amazing Will: Add +5 to your Will resist rolls. 
Boost: Reroll a Will resist roll that you just failed.
Brew Potion: Add +5 to your Craft (alchemy) checks.
Boost: You may spend 1 hour brewing or cooking a potion of any 

1st-level spell you know. [For the purpose of this playtest, all of the 
spells in this playtest document are 1st-level spells.] Anyone who 
drinks the potion gets the benefit of that spell for 1 hour. The drinker 
may spend their boosts on boosted abilities of that spell. The potion’s 
effects (whether boosted or non-boosted) only affect the drinker of 
the potion. After 24 hours, the potion loses its powers.

Diehard: Add 5 + CON to your maximum health. 
Boost: If your health is 0 or less, immediately heal 5 health (you 

can use this boost if you are disabled, dying, helpless, or uncon-
scious).

Endurance: Add +5 to checks and resist rolls to avoid or reduce 
exhaustion, fatigue, or nonlethal damage. Add +5 to resist rolls to 
avoid suffocation. You may sleep in leather or mail armor without 
becoming fatigued.

Boost: You may sleep in plate armor without becoming fatigued 
the next day, but your maximum number of boosts the next day is 
reduced by 1 (this reduced limit goes away after you have a full sleep 
without wearing plate armor).

Normal: Sleeping in leather, mail, or plate armor makes you fa-
tigued the next day.

Expanded Aura: Increase the range of your class’s aura ability to 
200 feet.

Boost: For the next 1 minute, increase the range of your class’s 
aura ability to 500 feet.

Boost: For the next round, increase the range of your class’s aura 
ability to 1 mile.

Farther Spell (metamagic): You know how to alter your spells so 
they reach farther.

Boost: When you cast a spell that requires you to touch a target, it 
instead becomes a ranged spell with a range of 10 feet.

Boost: When you cast a spell that has a range of 5 feet, increase 
the range to 10 feet.

Boost: When you cast a spell that has a range of at least 10 feet, 
multiply the spell’s range by 1.5 (15 feet instead of 10, 1.5 miles 
instead of 1 mile, and so on).

Fast Drinker: You can drink a potion as a swift action. 
Boost: You can retrieve the potion as part of the swift action to 

drink it.
Fleet: Add 10 feet to your speed. 
Boost: Add another 10 feet to your speed this round.
Iron Guts: Add +5 to your resist rolls against poison.
Boost: Add another +5 to a poison resist roll you just failed. If this 

new total would pass the resist roll, you instead pass the roll.

Boost: Add this feat’s bonus on a resist roll against a nausea or 
sickening effect.

Leather Armor Training: You are trained to wear leather armor. 
If you have any class abilities that stop working if you wear leather 
armor (such as a wizard’s mastery ability), those abilities keep work-
ing normally.

Longer Spell (metamagic): You know how to alter your spells so 
they last longer.

Boost: When you cast a spell that lasts at least 2 rounds, multi-
ply the spell’s duration by 1.5 (3 rounds instead of 2 minutes, 15 
minutes instead of 10 minutes, and so on). This includes spells that 
last “for the next 1 minute,” increasing their duration to the next 1.5 
minutes.

Mail Armor Training: You are trained to wear mail armor. If you 
have any class abilities that stop working if you wear mail armor 
(such as a wizard’s mastery ability), those abilities keep working 
normally.

Plate Armor Training: You are trained to wear plate armor. If 
you have any class abilities that stop working if you wear plate armor 
(such as a wizard’s mastery ability), those abilities keep working 
normally.

Scattering Spell (metamagic): You know how to alter your 
spells so they affect more creatures.

Boost: Whenever you use a spell’s boost to affect an additional 
target, you get two additional targets instead of one.

Boost: When casting an attack spell that only affects one target, 
attack 1 additional target with the spell.
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CRONKS
This is just a limited selection of the cronks that will be in the Five 
Moons RPG playtest in January.

Bashing Shield (cronk) [attack]: When using a shield, you 
may attack with your weapon and your shield as if you were using 
Two-Weapon Fighting. If you attack with the shield, you lose its AC 
bonus until your next turn.

Boost: Use a boost described in Two-Weapon Fighting.
Boost: You do not lose your shield’s AC bonus this turn.
Blind-Fight (cronk) [attack]: Add +2 to your attack rolls against 

targets with cover or concealment. If you miss with an attack be-
cause of concealment, reroll your miss chance percentile roll once to 
see if you actually hit your target.

Boost: Reroll your miss chance again.
Cleave (cronk) [attack]: Announce you are attempting to 

cleave, take a –2 penalty to your AC until your next turn, then make 
a melee attack. If you hit, you get a free melee attack with that 
weapon against another opponent. 

Boost: You do not take the –2 AC penalty from this use of Cleave.
Deadly Aim (cronk) [attack]: If you take a –5 penalty on your 

ranged attack roll, you can add +5 to your damage roll for this at-
tack. 

Boost: Ignore the –5 attack penalty for this attack. Boost: Add an 
additional +5 to your damage roll for this attack.

Defending Shield (cronk) [defense]: When wearing a shield, 
increase your AC by +2. 

Boost: Add your shield’s AC bonus (including the +2 bonus from 
this feat) to an adjacent ally’s AC until your next turn. 

Boost: Add +5 to your AC against one attack; you can use this 
boost on an attack that just hit you (before damage is rolled), and if 
the attack roll wouldn’t hit your improved AC, the attack misses you 
instead.

Diehard [defense]: Add 5 + CON to your maximum health. 
Boost: When your health is 0 or less, immediately heal 5 health.
Dodge Arrows (cronk) [defense]: Add +5 to your AC against 

projectile weapons and thrown weapons. 
Boost: Add +5 to your AC against one projectile or thrown weapon 

attack; you can use this boost on an attack that just hit you (before 
damage is rolled), and if the attack roll wouldn’t hit your improved 
AC, the attack misses you instead.

Energized Weapons (cronk) [attack]: Choose one energy type 
(cold, electricity, or fire). When you damage a creature with a melee 
or ranged weapon (manufactured or natural weapons, but not spells), 
add 1 point of damage of this energy type to your weapon damage.

Boost: Add an additional 1d4 points of energy damage of this type.
Expert Defense (cronk) [defense]: If you take a –5 penalty on 

all your melee attack rolls until your next turn, add +5 to your AC 
until your next turn. 

Boost: When using this feat, ignore the –5 penalty to your attack 
rolls and add +2 to your AC until your next turn. 

Boost: Add +5 to your AC against one attack; you can use this 
boost on an attack that just hit you (before damage is rolled), and if 
the attack roll wouldn’t hit your improved AC, the attack misses you 
instead.

Frequent Critical (cronk) [attack]: For any weapon you yield, 
increase its critical threat range by 1. You can choose this feat multi-
ple teams; its effects stack.

Boost: Your attack that just hit is a critical threat.
Improved Initiative (cronk) [miscellaneous, movement]: 

Add +5 to your initiative rolls. 
Boost: When initiative is rolled, add an additional +5 to your initia-

tive roll for this combat. 
Boost: In this combat, you are not distracted, even if you haven’t 

had a turn yet in the initiative order. 
Boost: In the surprise round, you are not limited to just one stan-

dard action (you can take a normal round’s worth of actions).
Power Attack (cronk) [attack]: If you take a –5 penalty on your 

melee attack roll, you can add +5 to your damage roll for this attack.
Boost: Ignore the –5 penalty for this attack. 
Boost: Add an additional +5 to your damage roll for this attack.
Powerful Critical (cronk) [attack]: Add +5 damage to your 

critical hits. 
Boost: Add an additional +5 damage to this critical hit.
Rapid Shot (cronk) [attack]: You may make two ranged attacks 

on your turn, either simultaneously or one right after the other. Make 
a separate attack roll for each weapon, with a –2 penalty to each; 
the second attack only deals half damage. 

Boost: Ignore the –2 penalty both attack rolls. 
Boost: The second attack deals full damage instead of half dam-

age.
Rebound Throw (cronk) [attack]: When you throw a weapon 

with the throwing quality and you miss, the weapon rebounds (off 
the target, other obstacles, or both) and returns to you at the end of 
your turn, and you may automatically catch it. If you do not catch it, 
it lands in your square at the end of your turn. 

Boost: The thrown weapon rebounds to you whether you hit or 
miss (your target may have abilities that prevent the weapon from 
returning to you, such as sticky skin).

Sneak Attack (cronk, stunt) [attack]: When you hit a distract-
ed, flanked, or helpless target, add 5 to your damage roll.

Boost: If you do sneak attack damage to an opponent, they have a 
–5 penalty to hit you for 1 round.

Step Up (cronk) [movement]: Once per round, when it isn’t 
your turn, you can take a 5-foot-step. This uses your swift action on 
your next turn.

Boost: Taking this 5-foot step when it isn’t your turn doesn’t use 
your swift action next turn.

Two-Weapon Fighting (cronk) [attack]: You may wield two 
weapons at once; each weapon must be one you could wield in one 
hand. Each round, decide which is the primary weapon and which is 
the secondary weapon. When you attack using the primary weapon, 
you may also attack using the secondary weapon; make a separate 
attack roll for each weapon, with a –2 penalty to each; the secondary 
weapon only deals half damage. 

Boost: Ignore the –2 penalty both attack rolls. 
Boost: The secondary weapon deals full damage instead of half 

damage.
Weapon Finesse (cronk) [attack]: When using a weapon with 

the finesse quality, add your DEX and STR to attack and damage rolls 
with that weapon (normally you have to choose one or the other). 

Boost: Also add your DEX to the attack and damage roll with this 
attack with a non-finesse weapon.

SPELLS
This is just a limited selection of the spells that will be in the Five 
Moons RPG playtest in January.

Alarm (spell) [sonic, trap]: You create a harmless magical trap 
that activates an alarm when creatures enter an area. Choose a square 
within 30 feet to be the center of the 20-foot-radius area. Choose what 
minimum size a creature has to be to activate the alarm (it can detect 
creatures as small as a mouse). Choose whether you want the alarm 
to be loud or silent. If loud, the alarm comes from the center of the 
area, sounds like a handbell, and lasts for 1 round. If silent, the alarm 
mentally alerts you (waking you up, if necessary) if you are within 1 
mile of the area. You may only have one Alarm spell at a time (casting 
a new one makes the previous one vanish harmlessly). You can set a 
password for the Alarm; anyone who speaks the password can enter 
the area within 1 minute without triggering the spell.  Casting this 
Alarm doesn’t make the previous one vanish. 

Boost: If a mental alarm, choose up to 5 allies to also be alerted 
when you are. 

Boost: Set up to 5 individual mental reminders within the next 24 
hours, choosing yourself or an ally for each. These reminders act like a 
mental alarm, but only for the chosen ally (for example, to set watches 
for the night). [The rules for traps explain how magic traps detect 
things that are invisible, but not incorporeal]

Burst of Billowing Fog [cloud, water]: You create a 20-foot-
radius sphere of thick fog centered on your square. The fog limits 
how far anyone can see to about 5 feet. Anything up to 5 feet away 
has concealment; anything farther away is effectively invisible to you. 
Once created, the fog stays where it is unless moved by wind (it does 
not follow you), and disperses after 1 minute. 

Boost: Instead of being centered on your square, pick a square 
within 30 feet to be the center of the fog. 

Boost: The fog looks really supernaturally spooky, which may 
discourage some creatures from willingly entering it. 

Boost: The fog disperses after 2 minutes instead of 1 minute. 
Boost: The fog smells unpleasant (not bad enough to be harmful, 

but enough to discourage being in it).
Explosive Rune (spell) [energy, trap]: Create a one-use 

magic trap that looks like a glowing magic rune. You can cast it on 
a touched doorway, drawer, floor, or similar surface (the rune covers 
approximately 1 square foot). You decide if the trap explodes if touched 
(like on a drawer), passed through (like a doorway), or if a creature 
enters its square (like on the floor) and whether the rune does cold 
damage, electricity damage, or fire damage. You can only put one 
Explosive Rune in a 5-foot-square. When it explodes, the rune does 
2d6 points of damage to the creature who triggered it and half that 
damage to anyone within 5 feet of that creature (all affected creatures 
can try a Reflex resist roll for half damage). You may only have one 
Explosive Rune active at a time (casting a new one makes the previous 
one vanish harmlessly). An Explosive Rune harmlessly vanishes 24 
hours after you cast it. 

Boost: The rune is invisible and does not glow (but you can still see it). 
Boost: Casting this Explosive Rune doesn’t make the previous 

one vanish. 
Boost: This Explosive Rune doesn’t vanish after 24 hours. 
Boost: This Explosive Rune explodes after 24 hours instead of 

harmlessly vanishing. 
Boost: This Explosive Rune explodes on a silent timer decided by 

you (up to 1 hour after you cast it). 
Boost: Explode one of your Explosive Rune spells that you can see 

right now, as if a creature had triggered it. 
Boost: Add +7 damage to this Explosive Rune. [The rules for traps 

explain how magic traps detect things that are invisible, but not 
incorporeal]

Feather Fall (spell) [flying]: You automatically slow your falling 
speed at the last instant. Treat any fall as 10 feet shorter than it is 
(for example, a 10-foot fall is treated as a 0-foot fall, and does no 
damage). Add +5 to any jump check you try if your ending height is 
at least 5 feet lower than your starting height. You may choose to fall 
normally (taking normal falling damage for doing so). 

Boost: Treat the fall as another 10 x INT + 10 feet shorter. 
Boost: Affect up to six allies with the automatic effect of this spell 

(you may combine this boost with other Feather Fall boosts). 
Boost: Choose one projectile or thrown weapon being used to attack. 

Make a spell attack roll against the martial attack roll for that weapon. 
If you tie or beat that roll, the weapon misses.

Fire Bolt (spell) [attack, fire, ray]: Attack one creature with a 
blast of fire (30 foot range, 1d6/20/+3). You can instead create a 
candle- or torch-sized fire in your hand. Your hand-fire doesn’t burn 
you, but you can use it just like a normal candle or torch (as a light 
source, to cook food, set something on fire, and so on). You can 
extinguish your hand-fire as a free action. Hand-fire stops burning 
automatically if you are unconscious. 

Boost: Attack 1 additional target with your blast of fire. 
Boost: Automatically hit with this blast of fire (no attack roll needed). 
Boost: Add +3 to your Fire Bolt damage. 
Boost: If you hit, the target catches on fire. 
Boost: Create hand-fire that burns without fuel and persists without 

you for 1 hour (for example, on a rock or in midair). The hand-fire can 
be extinguished like any other fire (such as with water or sand).

Friendliness Charm (spell) [charm, mental]: One humanoid 
within 30 feet improves its attitude toward you by one step (see the 
Influence skill). This spell can’t improve the humanoid’s attitude toward 
you from “friendly” to “helpful.” You can only have one Friendliness 
Charm active at a time (casting a new one immediately makes the 
previous one end, and the previous target’s returns to its earlier 
attitude toward you). Just because the target likes you more doesn’t 
mean they like your allies. The creature can try a Will resist roll against 
the spell. If the creature is in combat, add +5 to its resist roll against 
this spell; if it is in combat against you or your allies, add another +5 
to its resist roll against this spell. If you or your allies threaten the 
creature, the spell ends immediately. 

Boost: Instead of immediately ending when you cast another 
Friendliness Charm, this one lasts for 1 minute after that. 

Boost: The target’s attitude toward you improves by an additional 
step (this still can’t make them more friendly than “friendly”). 

Boost: The target’s attitude improves toward your allies as well as 
you. Up to 5 allies are affected (if you have more than 5 allies present, 
choose which allies are included). 

Boost: After the spell ends, the target accepts that its temporary 
attitude change toward you is completely normal. [There will be 
information in the GM section about handling charm effects, what they 
allow you to do, and long-term consequences for these effects.]

Frost Bolt (spell) [attack, cold, ray]: Attack one creature with 
a blast of cold (30 foot range, 1d6/20/+3). You can instead create 
harmless snowballs or bursts of snowflakes. You may chill an unattended 
object of up 1 cubic foot, reducing its temperature as much as you wish 
(but no lower than the freezing point of fresh water). You can maintain 
this chill on an object so long as you remain within 30 feet of it, after 
which it adjusts to the current temperature at the normal rate. You may 
create a simple object out of ice (such as a dagger) as a move action; 
this object can be no heavier than 1 pound. 

Boost: Automatically hit with this blast of cold (no attack roll needed). 
Boost: Add +3 to your Frost Bolt damage. 
Boost: If you hit, ice fuses the target to the ground (targets more than 10 

feet from the ground are unaffected), preventing them from moving from 
that square until your next turn (the ice has Hardness 0 and Health 5). 
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Boost: Freeze water beneath your feet so it supports you like solid 
ground, allowing you to stand on it or move up to half your speed this turn. 

Boost: For the next 1 minute, choose an ice object within 30 feet 
of up to 1 cubic foot. Add +5 to its Hardness, Health, and break DC. 

Boost: For the next 1 hour, any ice weapon you wield has the 
Hardness, Health, and break DC of steel. 

Boost: You can chill up to 10 cubit feet of unattended objects instead 
of 1 cubic foot. Multiple uses of this boost stack.

Ice Armor (spell) [armor, cold]: Create a layer of flexible ice 
over your clothing that adds +2 to your AC. Add an additional +5 to 
your AC against fire spells. You gain fire resistance 1. This ice doesn’t 
hurt you or melt, and remains until you dismiss it. You can only have 
one kind of armor spell active at a time (casting a second makes the 
previous one immediately end). 

Boost: If you were just hit with a melee attack, ice fuses your 
attacker to the ground (targets more than 10 feet from the ground are 
unaffected), preventing them from moving from that square until your 
next turn the ice has Hardness 0 and Health 5). 

Boost: If you were just hit with a melee attack, icicles automatically 
hit your attacker, dealing 1d6 points of piercing damage. 

Boost: Freeze water beneath your feet so it supports you like solid 
ground, allowing you to stand on it or move up to half your speed this turn. 

Boost: If swimming, use the ice to increase your buoyancy for 1 
minute. This prevents you from sinking, even in stormy water. If 
underwater, you may float upward up to 30 feet each round on your 
turn (this does not count toward your movement).

Minor Fear (spell) [attack, emotion, fear, mental]: You make 
one creature within 30 feet so afraid that it tries to run away. The 
creature gains the frightened condition for 1d4 rounds. They can try a 
Will resist roll against the spell. If it runs away, it can try another resist 
roll on its turn each round to get over its fear. 

Boost: Affect 1 additional target. 
Boost: Add 2 rounds to the frightened duration (the creature still 

gets to try a resist roll every round). 
Boost: The fleeing target screams in terror as they run away.
Minor Healing (spell) [healing]: Heal 1 point of damage to 1 

creature within 5 feet. 
Boost: Increase the range to 30 feet. 
Boost: Affect 5 additional creatures. 
Boost: Increase the healing by 5 points.
Pidgin (spell) [information]: You can understand the gist of what 

someone is saying (or what you are reading) in a language you don’t 
understand. If the language you’re trying to understand is similar to 
a language you already know (GM’s opinion), you might be able to 
understand more; if it is completely alien to you (such as an inhuman 
language of verbal clicks and pops, or written in hieroglyphics), you 
might understand only a little of it. You must focus your attention on 
one speaker or one piece of writing at a time to make sense of it. 
Your listening or reading speed is half normal (listening to a person 
talking too fast or trying to read too fast means you understand very 
little). This doesn’t give you the ability to speak or write the language 
you’re trying to understand. This magical knowledge of the language 
fades if you stop preparing this spell; you remember the gist, but not 
the details (in other words, this doesn’t help you permanently learn 
a language). This doesn’t decipher codes or reveal hidden messages 
hidden in what you’re hearing or reading. 

Boost: For the next 1 minute, you figure out how to speak (if 
listening) or write (if reading) a few basic words or concepts in the 
language you are focusing on. 

Boost: An ally within 30 feet also gains the benefit of this spell. 
Prehensile Rope (spell) [telekinesis]: You control an unattended 

rope within 30 feet as if it were a weak, prehensile limb. You can 
affect up to a 50-foot length of rope (any parts longer than that are 

unaffected) up to 1” thick. Controlling the rope is a move action. Only 
one part of the rope has to be in range for you to affect it. You can 
make the rope coil, form a loop on the end, tie simple knots that 
you could tie with your own hands, attempt to lasso something in its 
square, move or climb up to 5 feet, or reverse any of these actions. 
The spell has enough strength to lift about 5 feet of the rope, but 
it could not snake its way up a tall wall to attach itself at the top 
(however, you could throw one end to the top of the wall and have it 
attach itself). 

Boost: The spell can support up to 50 feet of rope, allowing it to 
climb a wall or balance on end like a pole. 

Boost: The spell affects up to double the length or thickness. 
Boost: Add +5 to your attack roll to use the rope as a lasso. 
Boost: For the next 1 minute, controlling the rope is a swift action 

instead of a move action. 
Boost: For the next 1 minute, add +5 to the rope’s Hardness, Health, 

and break DC. 
Boost: The rope looks like a snake while you control it.
Scorching Armor (spell) [armor, fire]: Create a layer of flickering 

flame over your clothing that adds +2 to your AC. Add an additional 
+5 to your AC against cold spells. You gain cold resistance 1. This fire 
doesn’t hurt you or ignite anything that you touch, and remains until 
you dismiss it. You can only have one kind of armor spell active at a 
time (casting a second makes the previous one immediately end). 

Boost: Until your next turn, add +5 to your crit confirmation rolls 
with fire spells. 

Boost: If you were just hit with a melee attack (including attacks 
such as constrict and grapple), fire automatically hits your attacker, 
dealing 1d6 points of fire damage. 

Boost: Create a cloud of smoke that fills your square. This lasts 1 
minute and moves with you. The cloud gives you partial concealment 
against attackers but does not affect your vision.

Wizard Armor (spell) [arcane, armor]: Create a skin-tight 
force field that adds +2 to your AC. If attacked by Wizard Bolt, add 
an additional +5 to your AC against that attack. You can only have 
one kind of armor spell active at a time (casting a second makes the 
previous one immediately end). 

Boost: Add +5 to your AC against one attack; you can use this boost 
on an attack that just hit you (before damage is rolled), and if the attack 
roll wouldn’t hit your improved AC, the attack misses you instead. 

Boost: If a projectile weapon or spell would hit you, you deflect it so 
it instead hits an adjacent ally.

Wizard Bolt (spell) [attack, ray]: Attack one creature with a 
blast of pure magic (30 foot range, 1d6/20/+3). 

Boost: Attack 1 additional target. 
Boost: Automatically hit with this Wizard Bolt (no attack roll needed). 
Boost: Add +3 to your Wizard Bolt damage.

STUNTS
This is just a limited selection of the stunts that will be in the Five 
Moons RPG playtest in January.

Bravado (stunt): If you hit an opponent with a sneak attack, you 
can make a free Intimidate check against that opponent. If you reduce 
the sneak attack damage by 5, add +5 to the Intimidate check.

Boost: You do not have to reduce the sneak attack damage to get 
the Intimidate bonus.

Boost: Add an additional +5 to the Intimidate check.
Crawler (stunt): You can move at half speed while prone (instead 

of only being able to move 5 feet as a move action). You can shift while 
prone. You can stand up from being prone as a free action. 

Boost: When crawling this turn, you can move at normal speed 
(not half). 

Boost: Until your next turn, if you are prone, ignore the melee attack 
penalty for being prone. 

Boost: Until your next turn, if you are prone, ignore the AC penalty 
for being prone.

Evasion (stunt): If an effect lets you try a Reflex resist roll to take 
half damage, and you pass the roll, you instead take no damage from 
that effect. You can’t use this ability if you’re wearing medium armor, 
heavy armor, or if you are helpless.

Boost: Until your next turn, you can use evasion even if you’re 
wearing medium armor, heavy armor, or if you are helpless.

Boost: If you just failed a Reflex resist roll to take half damage, 
divide the damage by 2.

Boost: Add +5 to your Reflex resist roll against one effect. You can 
use this boost on a resist roll you just failed (before damage is rolled), 
and if your modified resist roll would pass, you pass instead of fail.

Boost: Choose one adjacent ally. Until your next turn, that ally can 
use your evasion ability as if it was their own ability.

Incredible Acrobatics (stunt): Add +5 to your Move rolls to 
balance, safely move through a threatened area, soften a fall, or tumble. 

Boost: Add an additional +5 to your Move roll of this type. 
Boost: While balancing, move at full speed instead of half speed. 
Boost: Use Acrobatics to safely move through a threatened area 

even if your speed is reduced from your armor. 
Boost: When attempting to soften a fall, ignore an additional 10 feet 

of falling distance (whether you pass or fail the check). 
Boost: If you would be knocked prone from a failed Acrobatics or 

Climb check, you instead remain standing. 
Boost: Treat water or other liquid as “a surface less than 2 inches 

wide,” moving up to half your speed with a passed check.
Incredible Climbing: Add +5 to your Climb rolls. 
Boost: Add an additional +5 to your Climb rolls. 
Boost: Double your climb speed this round. 
Boost: Treat a failed Climb check that would result in a fall as “make 

no progress.” 
Boost: You only need to use one hand to climb this round instead 

of two. 
Boost: Reroll a failed attempt to catch yourself while falling or 

someone else who is falling. 
Boost: If you can pass the climb’s DC by taking 10, you can run up 

the wall a distance equal to half your speed without using your hands 
to climb. 

Boost: Use 10 feet of movement to pass 5 feet of an obstacle that 
is impossible for you to climb past (such as a horizontal gap or an 
overhang with a DC you cannot pass).

Incredible Escaping: Add +5 to your Escape Artist rolls to slip out 
of bonds or escape from grapples. Boost: Add an additional +5 to your 
Escape Artist rolls to slip out of bonds or escape from grapples.

Boost: Treat up to 5 feet of space your head won’t fit through as a 
tight space. 

Boost: If attempting to escape from a pin, passing the check means 
you also escape the grapple. 

Boost: Reduce the time needed to use the Escape Artist skill by half. 
Boost: If you pass the check to free yourself from bonds, you may 

leave the bonds in place and appear to be bound, but are actually free. 
Boost: If you pass a check when bonds are placed on you, you appear 

to be bound securely but can free yourself as a full-round action.
Incredible Handling: Add +5 to your Handle Animal rolls to handle 

an animal, push an animal, rear a wild animal, teach an animal a trick, 
or train an animal. 

Boost: Add an additional +5 to your Handle Animal roll to handle or 
push an animal. 

Boost: Handle an animal as a swift action. 
Boost: Push an animal as a move action. 
Boost: Attempt to influence an animal by making a Handle Animal 

check; success means it is affected as if you had used the Diplomacy 
or Intimidate skill.

Incredible Healing: Add +5 to your Heal rolls to perform any 
healing task.

Boost: Add an additional +5 to your Heal rolls.
Boost: Perform first aid, treat poison, or treat a wound as a 

move action. 
Boost: Treat deadly wounds or disease in 1 minute.
Boost: If a creature died within the past 1 round, you may use the 

treat deadly wounds task on that creature to keep it alive until the 
start of your next turn (the creature counts as dying).

Incredible Intimidation: Add +5 to your Intimidate rolls to 
demoralize an opponent or force an opponent to act friendly to you. 

Boost: Add an additional +5 to your Intimidate roll.
Boost: Treat an Intimidate check you failed by 5 or more as a 

normal failure. 
Boost: Add 50% to the intimidation’s duration. 
Boost: Reduce the time needed to force an opponent to act friendly 

to you by half, or demoralize an opponent as a move action.
Boost: Affect a second target.
Incredible Jumping: Add +5 to your Acrobatics rolls to jump, 

soften a fall, or rolls to catch yourself while falling. 
Boost: Add an additional +5 to your Acrobatics rolls to jump, soften 

a fall, or rolls to catch yourself while falling. 
Boost: Treat a standing jump as if you had a running start. 
Boost: Your jump distance may exceed your maximum movement 

for the round. 
Boost: When attempting to soften a fall, ignore an additional 10 feet 

of falling distance (whether you pass or fail the check). 
Boost: Reroll a failed attempt to catch yourself while falling. 
Boost: When jumping, you can ricochet off a hard surface, allowing 

you to make up to a 60-degree turn in the middle of your jump and 
continue the remainder of your jump distance in the new direction.

Incredible Sneaking: Add +5 to your Stealth checks. This increases 
to +10 if you do not move from your square.

Boost: Hide one adjacent ally using your Stealth check until your 
next turn. If the ally is ever more than 5 feet away, they no longer use 
your Stealth check.

Boost: Add +10 to your Perception checks to notice hidden and 
invisible creatures.

Boost: For the next minute, you can move at full speed without 
taking a penalty on your Stealth checks.

Incredible Riding: Add +5 to your Ride rolls. 
Boost: Add an additional +5 to Ride rolls. 
Boost: Reroll a Ride check you just failed. 
Boost: Recover from using your mount as cover as a free action. 
Boost: Land on your feet after a failed leap or soft fall check. 
Boost: Remain mounted after a failed leap check. 
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Boost: Spur your mount as a swift action. 
Boost: Treat a horse or pony as if it were combat-trained for 10 minutes. 
Boost: Treat a failed fast mount or dismount attempt as a success. 
Boost: Ignore the –5 bareback penalty for 10 minutes.
Light Steps: Add +5 to your Stealth checks when moving. Creatures 

cannot use tremor sense to pinpoint your location.
Boost: Ignore difficult terrain for the next 20 feet.
Boost: As part of a move action, walk up to 20 feet across water, oil, 

slippery surface, or any solid object incapable of supporting your weight 
(such as a string or slender vine) as if it were solid ground. Taking 
damage while moving this way ends the effect (you may spend another 
boost to continue this movement despite damage from that source).

Boost: As part of a move action, move up to 20 feet without 
activating location-based mechanical traps (such as pressure plates 
and trip wires).

Poisoner: You are trained in how to create and use poison, and you 
cannot accidentally poison yourself when applying poison to a weapon 
or trap. 

Boost: The attack you just made doesn’t use up the poison on 
your weapon. 

Boost: Until your next turn, you can apply poison to a weapon as a 
move action instead of a standard action. 

Boost: Until your next turn, you can apply poison to up to 5 
ammunition as a free action instead of a standard action.

Boost: Increase the poison DC of the poisoned weapon you just hit 
with by +2. You can use this boost even if your opponent has already 
passed its resist roll against the poison, and if the resist roll wouldn’t 
pass this improved DC, the opponent fails the resist roll.

Boost: Add +5 to your resist roll against poisons for the next minute.
Slow Metabolism: You can automatically slow your body’s 

metabolism. You can hold your breath for an additional two minutes 
before needing to try a CON check (4 + CON minutes instead of 2 + 
CON minutes). When you are poisoned, treat the poison’s frequency as 
twice normal (so a poison that has you try a resist roll once per round 
instead has you try every other round).

Boost: Hold your breath for 1 minute without trying a CON check.
Boost: Delay a poison’s onset time by 1 minute.
Boost: Delay one ongoing poison resist roll by 1 minute (even if this 

means that would be after the poison is supposed to end).
Smoke Bomb: You can throw a smoke bomb up to 30 feet as a 

move action, which fills a 10-foot cube and lasts 1 round. You can 
choose the color of the smoke (black, blue, gray, green, orange, red, 
white, or yellow).

Boost: The smoke lasts 1 minute.
Boost: Creatures in the area of the smoke bomb must pass a Fort 

save or be staggered while they remain in the smoke plus the round 
after that.

Boost: Add one vial of inhaled poison to the smoke, affecting anyone 
who breathes it within the next round. You must have the vial when 
you use this boost, and this uses the vial.

Boost: Delay the explosion of your smoke bomb by up to 1 minute.
Sneak Attack (cronk, stunt): See page 8.
Trapfinding: Add +5 to your Perception checks to notice traps and 

to Disable Device checks. You are able to disarm magic traps, like 
an Explosive Runes spell (without this ability, you can only disarm 
nonmagical traps).

Boost: This Disable Device attempt only takes half as long as normal.
Boost: If you or an adjacent ally activated a trap, you can delay its 

effects up to 1d4 rounds, but you have to stay in the trap’s area while 
you’re delaying it (if you leave the area, the delay ends and the trap 
immediately activates).

Boost: You can attempt your Disable Device check from up to 10 feet 
away, but you have a –10 penalty on the check.

GLOSSARY
Here’s a rundown of common terms in the Five Moons RPG playtest.

Abilities: Special things your character has learned how to do, like 
create magical fire, run up walls, or chop an opponent’s weapon in half 
with one hit.

Ability Scores: You have five basic statistics that represent your 
raw ability: Strength (STR), Dexterity (DEX), Constitution (CON), In-
telligence (INT), and Psyche (PSY).

Armor: Armor is a something worn on your body to protect you 
from harm, such as a helmet, breastplate, gauntlets, or boots. All 
types of armor belong to one of four categories: cloth, leather, mail, or 
plate. Your class says what kind of armor you can wear. You can learn 
heroic feats that allow you to use better kinds of armor. Every piece of 
armor you wear adds to your Armor statistic, which makes it harder 
for opponents to hurt you.

Attack Roll: A roll you make to see if you hit with a weapon or spell.
Aura: A special ability that your class grants to your teammates. For 

example, a warrior makes her allies braver in combat by allowing them 
to reroll against fear effects.

Boost: A temporary or limited increase or improvement to one of 
your abilities. For example, you could boost your Diehard ability to 
immediately heal yourself, boost your Feather Fall spell to affect your 
entire team instead of yourself, or boost your Evasion ability to protect 
an ally as well as yourself. You can boost 5 times per day. If you rest 
for 1 hour, you regain 1 boost. If you rest for 8 hours, you regain all of 
your boosts. You can only use 1 boost per round. Most boosts do not 
take any longer than using the ability normally (if a boost takes longer 
than normal, it says so).

Class Skills: A class skill represents general training you have in a 
skill. Your class tells you how many class skills you have—depending on 
your training, you might know about a lot of different topics, or just a 
few of them. You get to choose which skills are your class skills—if you 
want to know about climbing, history, picking locks, and riding horses, it 
doesn’t matter whether you’re an archeologist, knight, or scholar.

Class: A class is like a modern day career in a specialized field, 
like being a modern-day computer engineer, doctor, mason, sniper, or 
theoretical physicist. In the game, your “career” is rogue, warrior, or 
wizard, and that career roughly defines the sort of things you probably 
know, and assumptions that other people can make about you.

Cronk: A type of heroic feat that gives you a special ability that’s 
especially useful in combat, such as being extremely hard to kill (called 
Diehard), shooting twice as fast (called Rapid Shot), or wielding two 
weapons at once (called Two-Weapon Fighting). 

Fort: Short for “Fortitude,” this is a type of resist roll. Fort is used 
to resist special attacks against your body, like poison, disease, and 
turning to stone.

Health: Health measures how much physical damage you take be-
fore falling unconscious. You lose Health any time you take physical 
damage, whether from poison, monster claws, an enemy’s sword, or 
falling from a roof onto the hard ground. Magic and rest can restore 
your Health to its normal amount. 

Heroic Feat: A special ability you can learn that either improves 
something you can already do (like giving you a bonus on your Fort 
resist rolls), or give you an entirely new ability (like making a spell last 
twice as long as normal).

Martial Bonus: A number you add to attack rolls made with weap-
ons to see if you hit your opponent.

Mastery: A bonus your class adds to your martial bonus or your 
spell bonus.

Race: Dwarf, elf, human, and so on—a mix of your character’s biol-
ogy and culture.

Ready: Eventually (after you’ve gained a few levels), you’ll learn so 
much that it’ll be too much to keep in your head all at once. Ready-

ing is like studying before a big test, or warming up before a sports 
game—you’re refreshing your mind and body about things you already 
know, and focusing on what you think you’ll need to know that day. 
Normally you ready the abilities you want to use after you’ve rested for 
the night. (At low levels, you can ready all of your abilities; at higher 
levels you’ll know more than you can ready for the day, but you can 
spend a boost to gain access to an ability you didn’t ready.)

Ref: Short for “Reflex,” this is a type of resist roll. Ref is used to 
resist special attacks that affect an area (like explosions) and in other 
situations where quick reflexes can keep you safe (like grabbing the 
edge of a cliff when you start to fall).

Resist Roll: A roll you can make to resist the effects of a special 
attack against you. For example, you might make a resist roll to take 
half damage from a Fireball spell, or to not take any damage from 
a giant snake’s venom. Not all special attacks allow resist rolls (the 
special attack will say whether or not it allows a resist roll). Depending 
on the kind of special attack used, a resist roll is always one of three 
types: Fort, Ref, or Will.

Resolve: Resolve measures how well you can resist mental and 
social attacks before giving in. You lose Resolve any time you are af-
fected by mind control, fear, intimidation, or even peer pressure. Magic 
and rest can restore your Resolve to its normal amount.

Shield: A shield is a specific type of armor worn on your forearm 
or held with your hand, such as a small round shield or a triangular 
knight’s shield. Your class says whether or not you can wear a shield. 
You can learn heroic feats that allow you to use shields.

Skill Points: Skill points measure how good you are with a partic-
ular skill. Skills include physical activity like climbing and swimming, 
mental activity like knowing about history or magic, and other things 
like hunches or studying a crime scene for clues. The more skill points 
you have assigned to a skill, the better you are at it.

Specialization: If your class is your career, then your specialization 
is your specific training within that career. Just as a doctor might be a 
cardiologist, neurologist, or pediatrician, a warrior might be an archer, 
guardian, or swashbuckler. Your specialization gives you an additional 
special ability.

Spell Bonus: A number you add to attack rolls made with spells to 
see if you hit your opponent.

Spell: A type of heroic feat that uses supernatural power to ac-
complish an amazing effect, such a creating a magical trap (called 
Explosive Runes), saving yourself from a fall (called Feather Fall), or 
creating a protective layer of ice (called Ice Armor). Wizards get more 
stunts than any other class in the game.

Stunt: A type of heroic feat that isn’t a spell and usually isn’t di-
rectly related to combat, such as reducing damage you take from Ref 
spells (called Evasion), knowing how to safely use poison (called Poi-
soner), or being really fast at opening locks (called Quick Disable). 
Rogues get more stunts than any other class in the game.

Weapon: A weapon is an object you use to hurt another creature 
in combat. This includes “natural weapons” such as a tiger’s claws or 
a human’s fists, and “manufactured weapons” such as daggers and 
swords. Most weapons need to be held in your hand for you to be able 
to use them, but some (like metal cleats on your boots) might not use 
your hands at all.

Will: This is a type of resist roll. Will is used to resist special attacks 
that affect your mind, like mind control, fear, and illusions.
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